INTRODUCTION
The field of Wireless Sensor Networks is developing very rapidly with the main research done in routing [13] , localization [18] , [19] and data fusion. In this paper we deal with distributing supervised learning in a Wireless Sensor Network, or more generally distributing a neural network.
Main application area of Wireless Sensor Networks is sensing the environment using inputs from several sensors at different locations. If a certain situation is sensed other devices are triggered. Analysis of the sensed inputs occurs among the sensing devices which have to be "taught" to distinguish between the different situations. Distributed learning presents an interesting solution for this problem.
The idea of distributed learning is not novel. The research into this area has mainly focused on employing super computers [2] , [3] , [4] and optimizing the time needed to train the system. Due to the restriction of resources in wireless sensor networks, especially communication and memory [1] , this approach is not applicable in this field. Some works take into account the communication aspect of wireless sensor network [9] , [10] . They take the data-parallelization approach, however, they focus on minimizing the error when fusing the output of the distributed neural networks, stating strong assumptions on the actual training, but not dealing with it directly. They distinguish between parameterized [9] and non-parameterized models [10] .
Other training algorithms have also been studied. [8] suggests distributing the Q-leaming algorithm for reinforcement learning. Compared to supervised learning, it requires more memory (for storing the Q-tables and current policies). Another approach dealing with coordinating the reward function rather than the global state is presented in [11] . However, due to the nature of reinforcement learning it converges much slower than supervised learning. User interaction, in terms of training set for supervised and rewards for reinforcement learning, is considered in [20] .
In this paper we present three approaches to distributing neural networks: centralized, horizontal and vertical decomposition. Each of them presents a different distribution of workload among several processor nodes, trading off the amount of communication and the amount of memory required by each node.
We have chosen the backpropagation neural network for its simplicity and efficiency, which makes it a good candidate for wireless sensor networks.
In Section 2 we state the assumptions about the context, Section 3 states the problem, Section 4 describes a structural decomposition followed by a generalization in Section 5 with experimental results in Section 6. Section 7 presents an alternative semantic approach with conclusions in Section 8.
CONTEXT
Our research is in the context of Wireless Sensor Networks. For the experiments we used a set of Mica2 motes [34] . These are small processor boards equipped with an ATmegal28L processor, 4 KB of memory, sensors (Acceleration, Magnetic, Light, Temperature, Acoustic), RF radio and battery. They represent an instance of the more general idea of low-cost computing and communication devices. There are several scarce resources. Since the motes have a very limited battery power supply, the greatest challenge lies in overcoming the energy constraint. Energy consumption is influenced by two main factors: processing and communication. The radio communication is considered the most expensive in terms of energy consumption. Unfortunately, solutions developed for other platforms [2] , optimizing latency rather than volume of communication, are usually not applicable in this field. Hence communication is the factor we will try to optimize in this paper. The more nodes we have, the less memory is required per node. On the other hand, with more processor nodes, each node has to communicate with more other nodes. With this paper we try to gain insight into the tradeoff between the memory usage and communication cost per processor node in different ways of distributing a neural network. 4 . STRUCTURAL APPROACH We take a constructive approach to partitioning a neural network, in our case building it up from a predefined atom, shown in Figure 1 .
A neural network is comprised of neurons interconnected by weights. Each neuron receives inputs from several other neurons, performs a weighted summation, applies a squashing function (typically sigmoid function) to Note that every neural network can be decomposed into a set of such atoms. We define a decomposition of neural network as a set partition of the weights comprising the network.' A. Construction We can combine several atoms from the same layer in the original neural network to form a horizontal decomposition (see Figure 2 ). This can be seen as a generalization of an atom containing u upper neurons (instead of one) and d lower neurons. We can also stack several atoms on top of each other in 1 layers forming a vertical decomposition (see Figure 2 ).
We can also combine both decompositions creating a network with on average 1 layers of u upper and d lower neurons.2 Thus we can categorize each decomposition of atoms into two dimensions: horizontal and vertical.3 Given is a neural network [2] , comprised of L layers. A layer is a collection of neuron pairs connected by a weight, bounded by N lower and N upper neurons. Each upper neuron is connected to all lower neurons, and vice versa (as shown by the gray network in Figure 1 ).
There are N2 weights in each layer, and thus LN2 weights in the complete neural network. If we distribute the neural network evenly among P processor nodes, then for fixed L, N, and P, the maximum number of weights assigned to each node is (2) IA set partition of a set S is a collection of disjoint subsets of S whose union is S.
2Note that a neuron can be assigned to several processor nodes.
3The two main methods of parallelizing neural network in the context of super computers, Pipelining and Neuron Parallelism (see [2] ), can be seen as extreme cases of our horizontal and vertical decomposition, respectively.
We restrict ourselves to regular decompositions which assign to each processor node I layers with each having u upper neurons and d lower neurons. Thus the number of weights assigned to each node is at most ldu. Together with equation 2 Figure 4. 41n case not all incoming weights to a neuron are present at a processor node, only part of the weighted summation can be computed locally. 5Check with Figure 2 by rotating the vertical decomposition upside down. On processor node p each neuron n E Vin(p) receives a value from each other node q, which computes a partial sum to n, i.e. where n C V0ut(q). (9) The memory cost Costmem again is the sum of all weights and neurons assigned to the processor node, thus COst mem(P) = IVin(p) U Vout(P) + W(p)) (10) where W(p) is the set of weights assigned to node p. Finding an optimal assignment of weights to processor nodes for given N, L and P presents an exponentially hard problem. We tried to approximate the solution employing a local search on the set of different distributions of weights.
B. Local Search
For the neighborhood function we chose a swap function exchanging two weights between two processor nodes. The cost of each neighbor is computed and the cheapest one is selected (greedy search). When the search gets stuck, several random swaps are performed to get the search out of a local minimum which is not a global minimum and the greedy search is continued. Initially the weights are distributed evenly between all processor nodes. Note that due to the swap neighborhood function the number of weights assigned to each node remains constant throughout the search.
C. Results
We have run the local search for different values of N, L and P, and a fixed value of k = 0 (i.e. focusing on the communication cost). Figure 5 shows a plot of the costs of the solutions (x-axis) against the degree of horizontal decomposition (y-axis), for N = 5, P = 4 and L = 2. We measured the degree of horizontal decomposition by the 7. SEMATIC APPROACH One semantic solution suggests to remove weights having a value close to 0, since they affect the final result fairly little. We would like to take it a step further.
The approach of distributing neural networks presented in the previous section required coordination of partial results between processor nodes. Now we would like to come up with a way to deduce the partial results in higher levels from the knowledge of the weights in the original neural network and thus refrain from coordinating these in the lower layers.
The challenge is, given a trained neural network A, find a decomposition into smaller independent networks aj, a2, ... , an, which when merged together with some mapping M will compute an equivalent function to A, i.e. M(al,a2, ... an) A.
A. Example
Given a neural network A with input layer x -(X,x2,X3,X4), hidden layer h = (h1, h2) and output layer y = (yl).6 The layers are fully connected, with weights wlij connecting node j from layer 1 -1 to node i in layer 1 . All neurons in the network compute the same squashing function f :R-R.
In case of a linear function fiinear(X) = ax+b , the original network A computes function A(x) = b+a(w231 (b+a(w11xl±xwll2x2+wll3x3+wll4x4)) +w232(b + a(w121x1 + w122x2 + w123x3 + w124x4))) (11) We can use distributivity of multiplication over addition to rearrange the terms in equation 1.
A(x) = b + abw231 + abw232+ (a2w, 1w231 + a2Wl2lW232)Xl+ (12) (a2w,12w231 + a2Wl22W232)X2+ (a2w, 3w231 + a2w123w232)x3+ ... + Wkfsigm(WnXl + + WoXX)) 6We abstract here from the N x N neural network for simplicity of discussion, without loss of generality [5] .
where all weights wi are constant. The challenge is to find a mapping M such that . it will rewrite equation 15 in such a way that each xi occurs independent of any other xj . it minimizes the communication constraint
We do not restrict M to weighted summation and squashing function f, but allow any function, e.g. inverse of f, possibly involving more stages, as long as it can be computed on a mote in a reasonable time. Note that the decomposition has the knowledge of all the weights, i.e. they can be considered constants.
A picture of the mapping M is shown in Figure 7 . 
